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"She's such a strict body! Giving everybody orders —
do this, do that!1'
The khokhol laughed heartily.
"You hit the nail on the head, ncnkn\ \ low do you like
that, Pavel?" Winking1 to the mother, he added with a
twinkle in his eye, "That's the nobility for you!"
"She's a fine girl," said Pavel dryly.
"She is," confirmed the khokhol, "but she doesn't un-
derstand one thing: for her'it's 'must'; for us it's 'can1
and 'want to'."
And they began arguing about something beyond the
mother's ken.
She noticed that Sasha was strictest towards Pavel;
sometimes she even shouted at him* At such times Pavel
would say nothing; he would only laugh and look into
the girl's face with the same soft glance he had once
turned on Natasha* The mother didn't like this.
*	Sometimes Pelagea was amazed by the joyous mood
which would suddenly  seize  all   of  them. Usually this
occurred on evenings when they read newspaper accounts
of the workers' movement abroad Then their eyes would
shine, and they would become strangely, childishly happy,
laughing their clear, bright  laughter and patting   each
other affectionately on the shoulder.
"Hurrah for our German comrades!11 shouted someone,
as though drunk with his own joy,
"Long live the Italian workers!'* they cried on another
occasion.
As they sent off these cheers to distant workers who
did not know them and could not even understand their
tongue, they seemed sure that these unknown people
•	heard them and appreciated their joy*
"Wouldn't it be a good idea to write to them?" said
the khokhol, his eyes shining benignly* *4To let them know
they have friends living here in Russia who profess and
are spreading the same faith, who live with the same
purpose and rejoice in the same victories/1
With beaming faces they would speak of the French

